GOVT OF WEST BENGAL
OFFICE OF THE P.O.-CUM-D.W.O., BACKWARD CLASSES WELFARE,
1 No. Station Road, Rishi Bankim Sarani, Barasat.
North 24-Parganas

Memo No: 2190 /BCW/BST 

NOTICE

With reference to the earlier Notice of this office vide no.1991/BCW/BST dt.3/8/2017 for Recruitment of Data Entry Operator(contractual) under BCW Department, North 24 Parganas the following EC candidates whose name has been forwarded by the Directorate of Treasury, Labour Department, Govt of West Bengal vide their No. EC/SO/24Pgs(N)/68/17/5545A Did 17/8/2017 have been issued and dispatched Admit Card by registered post to their address for appearing in the Recruitment Test to be held on 3rd September,2017.However, if any of the following candidates does not receive the Admit Card by post he/she may contact the office of the undersigned for duplicate Admit Card within 3 pm of 1st September,2017 with valid photo identification document.

Roll No | Name | Address
--- | --- | ---
100001 | BASANTA BHOWMIK | SAHID KHUDIRAM NAGAR; P.O. - HATIBERIA; HALDIA; PURBA MEDINIPUR; PIN - 72165
100002 | ABU TAHIR SHAIKH | VILL - OSMANPUR; P.O. - JANGIPUR; P.S. - RAGHUNATHGANJ; DIST - MURSHIDABAD; PIN - 742213
100003 | PROHOLAD KUMAR SINGHA | VILL GODOWN COLONY; P.O. - RAGHUNATHGANJ; DIST - MURSHIDABAD; PIN - 742225
100004 | TRIDEV RANJAN BERA | VILL - JOUNGAR; P.O. - DOROJOY NAGAR; P.O. - DURGA,; DIST - EAST MIDNAPORE; PIN - 721635
100005 | NISITH MONDAL | VILL + P.O. - MANIGRAM; P.S. - SAGARDIGHI; DIST - MURSHIDABAD; PIN - 742237
100006 | MD. ABU DALIM | VILL - BHAGWANPUR; P.O. - ASHARIADHA; P.S. - LALGOLA; DIST - MURSHIDABAD; PIN - 742148
100007 | SUJIT SARKAR | VILL - SANTAJBAR; P.O. - SANMATA NAGAR; P.S. - RAGHUNATHGANJ; DIST - MURSHIDABAD; PIN - 742213
100008 | SURENDR MHAOAN TRIVEDI | VILL + P.O. - BAHARA; P.S. - KANDI; DIST - MURSHIDABAD; PIN - 742138
100009 | BISHAKHA ROY | VILL + P.O. - KASHIDANGA; P.S. - RAGHUNATHGANJ; DIST - MURSHIDABAD; PIN - 742213
100010 | SALEK MIA | VILL - JANUTOLA (SINGPRA); P.O. - BANGITOLA; KALICHA; DIST - MALDA.
100011 | MUNSUR ALI | VILL - PURONDARPUR; P.O. - MORIEHE; P.S. - ISLAMPUR; DIST - MURSHIDABAD; PIN - 742304
100012 | SABITA RUDRA | CHUNAPUR GHOSHPAR; P.O. - CHALTIA; BERHAMPORE; DIST - MURSHIDABAD; PIN - 742101
100013 | SAMIT DASADHIKARY | RAJA R AMPUR, SHIBRAMNAGAR, SUTAHATA; EAST MIDNAPORE; DIST - 721635
100014 | SUPRAV MANDAL | VILL - HIZNOL; P.O. - GONORA; P.S. - NABAGRAM; DIST - MURSHIDABAD; PIN - 742184
100015 | DEBASHREE KHAMARU | VILL + P.O. - MANIGRAM; P.S. - SAGARAGDI; DIST - MURSHIDABAD; PIN - 742237
100016 | ALAM SK | VILL BANGITOILA FIELD (GHASITOLA) PO. - BANITOLA; DIST - MALDA; DIST 732207
100017 | KANDARPA NARAYAN BANERJEE | VILL - BHUMIHAR; P.O. - KLERUR; P.S. - SAGARDIGHI; DIST - MURSHIDABAD; PIN - 742237
100018 | MD NAZURU ACE | VILL - JHOWBONA; P.O. - BANBAGRA; P.S. - LALGOLA; DIST - MURSHIDABAD; PIN - 742148
100019 | SUKAMAL MISRA | VILL - NISHINDRA; P.O. - SIRMANTAPUR; P.S. - FARAKKA; DIST - MURSHIDABAD.
100020 | SURENDR MHAOAN TRIVEDI | VILL + P.O. - BAHARA; P.S. KANDI; DIST - MURSHIDABAD.

Project Officer cum District Welfare Officer,BCW
North 24 Parganas

Memo No: 2190/61/BCW/BST 

Copy forwarded for kind information to:

1) The Addl.District Magistrate(Try) and the Chairman of the Selection Committee, North 24 Parganas
2) The District Informatics Officer, NIC, North 24 Parganas. He is requested to please upload the Notice in the District Website.

Project Officer cum District Welfare Officer,BCW
North 24 Parganas